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If S is a collection of circuits in a graph G, the circuits in S are said to be 
consistently orientable if G can be oriented so that they are all directed circuits. I f  
S is a set of three or more consistently orientable circuits such that no edge of G 
belongs to more than two circuits of S, then S is called a ring if there exists a 
cyclic ordering C,, C, ,..., C,- 1, C, of the n circuits in S such that EC, n EC, # 0 
if and only ifj= i orj= i- 1 (mod n) or j = i + 1 (mod n). We characterise planar 
cubic graphs in terms of the non-existence of a ring with certain specified 
properties. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we present a characterisation of planar cubic graphs in 
terms of the structure of the circuits of a graph. 
Throughout this paper, G denotes a finite graph. Its vertex and edge sets 
are denoted by VG and EG, respectively. A path P joining two vertices v and 
w  in VG is a minimal connected subgraph of G containing v and w. If G is a 
directed graph, then the path P is called a directed path from v to w  if it 
joins v and w  and the vertices of VP - {v} all have invalency 1 in P. If u and 
u’ are distinct vertices of a directed path P, we say that u occurs before u’ on 
P if some subgraph of P is a directed path from u to u’. We denote this 
subgraph by P(u, u’) or by P-‘(u’, u). Its vertex set is denoted by VP(u, u’) 
and its edge set by EP(u, u’). 
If u, v, w  E VG, and P, is a directed path from u to v and P, a directed 
path from v to w, then Pi(u, v) P2(v, w) denotes the concatenation of P, and 
P 2’ 
A circuit in G is defined to be a non-null connected subgraph C of G such 
that every vertex in VC has valency 2 in C. If G is a directed graph, then a 
circuit C is a directed circuit if every vertex of C has invalency 1 and 
outvalency 1 in C. If C is a directed circuit, and v and w  are distinct vertices 
of C, then we denote by C(v, w) or by C-‘(w, v) the unique directed path P 
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from u to w  such that EP c EC. The vertex and edge sets of P are denoted 
by VC(v, w) and EC(V, w), respectively. 
An edge in a directed graph is considered to be directed from its positive 
end to its negative end. 
A subgraph H of G with a given property A is said to be a maximal 
subgraph with property A if there exists no subgraph H’ of G with property 
A such that H is a proper subgraph of H’. If Q and R are distinct subgraphs 
of G, then a QR-chord is a maximal path whose edges all belong to 
EQn ER, and a DR-chord is a maximal path whose edges all belong to 
ER - EQ. 
A set S is said to meet a set T if S n Tf 0. If S is a set of circuits of G, 
then the circuits in S are said to be consistently orientable if G can be orien- 
ted so that they are all directed circuits. A ring of circuits in G is a set S of 
consistently orientable circuits such that 
(b) there is a cyclic ordering 
co, ClY.7 cn-19 co 
of the n circuits in S such that, for all i, EC, meets both EC,_ 1 and ECi+ 1 
but meets the edge set of no other circuit of S, and 
(c) for all i, 
(Throughout the paper, all subscripts attached to letters representing circuits 
of a ring S are to be read modulo 1 SI.) 
We note that (b) implies (c) except when n = 3. A ring is said to be odd if 
1 SI is odd, and is even otherwise. A ring {C,, C, ,..., C,-,} is said to be 
maximum if there does exist a ring {Cb, Cl,,..., CL- 1} for which m > n and 
m-l n-l 
U EC,! c U EC,* 
j=O j==O 
The purpose of this paper is to show that a cubic graph is planar if and 
only if it does not contain an odd maximum ring. This conclusion would 
clearly be incorrect if the word “maximum” were omitted, For example, con- 
sider the graph shown in Fig. l(a). The three circuits with vertex sets 
{ 1,3,5,6,4, 2}, { 3, 5, 7,8,6,4) and { 7, 8, 2, 1) constitute an odd ring, as 
can be seen from the orientation of the graph given in l(b), and yet the given 
graph is certainly planar. However, this odd ring is not maximum, since the 
orientation displayed in l(c) shows that the circuits with vertex sets 
( 1, 3,4, 2}, 13, 5,6,4}, (5, 7, 8,6) and (7,8, 2, 1) also form a ring. Thus the 
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FIGURE 1 
requirement that the odd ring be maximum is essential to the truth of the 
theorem. 
Let us define a set of two or more circuits of a graph to be a semiring if it 
satisfies condition (b) of the definition of a ring, and let a semiring be odd if 
it has odd cardinality. It is known [ 1 ] that the four colour theorem is 
equivalent to the statement that every planar cubic graph G without an 
isthmus can be expressed as the union of no more than two Eulerian graphs 
(graphs in which each vertex has even valency). It is easy to see that G is the 
union of no more than two Eulerian graphs if and only if there exists a set of 
circuits whose union is G and which does not contain an odd semiring. In an 
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attempt to find a new proof of the four colour theorem, one might therefore 
be led to ask which odd semirings can occur in planar cubic graphs. This 
paper asserts that a certain type of odd semiring cannot occur in such 
graphs. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
THEOREM. A cubic graph is planar if and only if it does not contain an 
odd maximum ring. 
Proof. We show first that if G is a cubic, non-planar graph, then G con- 
tains an odd maximum ring. Since G is cubic and non-planar, G contains a 
subdivision of K, ,3 by Kuratowski’s theorem. It therefore suffices to prove 
that K,,, contains an odd maximum ring. It is clear that there exist three cir- 
cuits of length 4 which constitute an odd ring of K,,,. We show by con- 
tradiction that this odd ring is maximum. Suppose that there exists a ring 
S’ = {Co, c ,,..., Cj} in K,,, such that j > 3. Clearly we have 
2 IVC,(>4(j+ l)>, 16 > 12=2)VK,,,j. 
k=O 
Therefore for some vertex u in K,,, , at least three circuits of S’ contain 21. 
Since K,,, is a cubic graph, and these circuits are consistently orientable, it 
follows that one of the edges incident on u must belong to all three of them. 
This result contradicts the definition of a ring. 
Now suppose that G contains an odd maximum ring. Let S be an odd 
maximum ring (Co, C, ,..., C,- ,} in G such that 
n-l 
I I U Ecj j=O 
is minimal. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
n-l 
G= U Cj, 
j=O 
for any edge of G not in any circuit of S is irrelevant. 
It follows from the above assumptions that for any odd maximum ring S’ 
of G, any edge of G belongs to some circuit of S’. Furthermore, let 
CO, c19”‘9 Cn-19 Co be the cyclic ordering of the elements of S that satisfies 
condition (b) of the definition of a ring. 
Choose an orientation of G in which each circuit of S is a directed circuit. 
For any i, let P be any ~iCi+ I -chord, and let P have origin u and terminus 
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w. Suppose it is possible to create from S a new odd ring S’ of directed cir- 
cuits by replacing Ci by the circuit 
Cj = Ci(W, U) P(U, W). 
Thus IS’/ = IS(. 
Now consider the edge e, E EC, whose positive end is u, and the edge 
e2 E EC, whose negative end is u. Let e3 be the fust edge of P. Since e, and 
e3 are both directed away from u, it follows that e2 is the only edge of G 
directed toward u. Therefore if either e, or e3 belongs to some circuit C’i of 
S’, then e2 E EC’,. Since e3 E EC: n ECi+ 1, it follows that 
e2 E EC: n ECi+ 1 . Certainly Ci # Ci+, , for otherwise property (c) would be 
violated in S’ for some edge by the circuits Ci- , , Ci, Ci+ i, since 
EC: n EC,- I # 0 by property (b). Therefore Ci and Ci+ I are distinct cir- 
cuits of S’ that contain e2 ; by property (c) they are the only circuits that do 
so. Since neither Ci nor Ci+ 1 contains e, , no circuit of S’ contains e, . Hence 
S’ is an odd maximum ring of directed circuits, none of which contains e,. 
This result contradicts the minimality assumption for S. 
We conclude that the set S’ = (S - { Ci}) U {Ci} cannot be an odd ring, 
and therefore that it must violate property (b) or (c). This can happen in 
only two ways. Either ECi+ ,(u, w) n ECi+, # 0, so that condition (c) is 
violated or EC, n EC,- 1 c ECi(U, w), so that condition (b) is violated. 
Now we show that if G is planar, then the maximality of S implies that for 
any i, every CiCi+ , -chord contains an edge in common with Ci+ 2. For sup- 
pose not. Let i be a number for which this statement is false. We consider 
two cases. 
Case I 
Suppose Ci contains two distinct vertices, U, and v2, such that 
EC, n ECi+ 1 E ECi(U, , v2) and EC, n EC,_ I c ECi(V,, v,). There are two 
subcases. 
Subcase A. Suppose that every CiCi+ I -chord that has edges in common 
with Ci+z also has the property that its origin occurs before its terminus on 
the path Ci(Vi, v,). Let P,, be such a chord, and let P, have origin u, and 
terminus w,. Since _Ci+ 1 is a circuit and ECi+ 1 n ECi(V2 3 v,) = 0, there 
must be at least one CiCi+ 1- chord whose terminus occurs before its origin on 
the path Ci(V,, v,). Since G is cubic, there must exist such a ciCi+ ,-chord P, 
with origin u, such that w, occurs before u, on Ci(V,, v,). Choose P, to 
minimise the length of Ci+ ,(u, , u,). Let w, be the terminus of P, . It follows 
immediately that either w, E VCi(Vi, u,) or w, E VCi(U,, wO); suppose the 
latter. Clearly w, # u, and w, # wO. 
Since W, E VCi(U,, wO), there must be a ~iCi+ ,-chord P, whose origin lies 
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on the path CJw,, w,). Choose P,, with origin u, in VCi(W,, w,) and ter- 
minus w2, to minimise the length of Ci+ ,(u,, u,). Either w, E VCi(~‘I, u,) or 
w2 E VCi(U,, w,). In the latter case, we repeat the same procedure to find 
another ~iCi+ 1 -chord P,. By the finiteness of G and the assumption that 
EC, n ECi+ 1 C_ ECi(Ui, v~), there must exist an integer k such that 
wk E VCi(V1, u,). There are two subcases. 
(1) Suppose k is odd. (See Fig. 2 for an illustration where k = 5.) By 
assumption for all j > 0, 
EPj(Uj, Wj) n ECi+ 2 = 0 since Wj E VCi(Vl ) Uj)* 
FIGURE 2 
Therefore 
ts- ici, ci+ll)u iPkl( wk, uk) ci(uky wk-2> p~~L,(wk-2~ ‘k-2) 
Ci(Uk-2, w/(-J) *** p,1(Wj9 uJ) ci(uJ9 wl)p,‘(w19 ul> ci(u19 wk)* 
p,‘(w,, q) ciL(u,, w,)&(u,9 WI> c,‘(w,, u,)P,(u*, w,) 
clrl(w,, u,) *” Pk-1 (&ml, w,-1) cl”(w,-,, u,)} 
is a ring, 
circuit 
as can be seen by changing the orientation of every edge of every 
for all odd j. This reorientation does not disturb the circuit C,.- , since 
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EC,- 1 n EC, E ECI(u,, v,). The ring that we have thus constructed 
contradicts the maximality of 1 St. 
(2) If k is even, then the graph Ci U Ci+ I is clearly non-planar. 
Subcase B. Suppose there exists a ciCi+ i-chord PO that has edges in 
common with Ci+ *, but its terminus w, lies on the path Ci(V, , u,), where u, 
is the origin of P,. Let 
c:+, = pt)(“,9 w,) ci(w, 9 u,)* 
Since EC, n ECi- I c ECi(U,, t)i), Ci,, contains no edges of Ci- 1, unless 
ISI = 3. Define 
Then IS’l=IS(. But every CJj+i -chord contains edges in common with 
C. -It29 since P, is the only such chord. By assumption, however, there is a 
CiCi+ ,-chord that contains no edges in common with Ci+ 2. Since Ci+ I 6?! S’, 
the edges of such a chord.do not belong to any circuit of S’. Since S’ is an 
odd maximum 
concerning S. 
ring of G, this result contradicts our minimality assumption 
Case II 
Suppose Ci does not contain two distinct vertices, U, and v,, such that 
EC, n EC*+ I G EC,(U,, v,) and EC, n EC,-, c ECi(V,, u,). In this case we 
will show that the minimality property of S is contradicted. 
Let P be a c&+ I -chord with origin u and terminus w  such that 
EPnEC,+,= 0. P exists by assumption. As we saw before, the minimality 
assumption for S implies that EC, n EC',- i c EC,(u, w). It follows from the 
assumption defining Case II that there must therefore be an edge of 
ECinECi+, belonging to the path C,(u, w). In fact there must exist such an 
edge, having positive end p, say, with the property that there exist an edge of 
ECinECi-, belonging to the path Ci(U,p) and another lying on the path 
Ci(p, w). Let the former edge have negative end n, and let the latter edge 
have negative end n2. 
Since VCi+ I n VCl: ‘(u, w) # 0, we may select a vertex v, E VCi+ I n 
VC,‘(u, w) such that the length of Q, is minimal, where Q, = Ci+ r(p, v,). 
Since tl, E VCi(n2, n,) whereas p E VCi(n,, n2), it follows that there must be 
a CiQ,-chord Q with origin s in VC,(n,, n2) and terminus t in VCi(n2, n,). 
We note that since the edge with negative end n, belongs to the path Ci(t, s) 
we do not have ECinECi- I E ECi(S, t). Therefore it follows from the 
minimality property of S that Q must contain edges of Ci+2. Hence 
EQl nECi+, # 0. 
We note that U, f u since G is cubic; furthermore, uO # w  because 
U E VCi+,(p, W), SO that U, E VC,+,(p, U). 
582b/29/2-4 
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Now we select a vertex u, E [VCi+, n VCl:‘(v,, w)] - {v,} so as to 
minimise the length of Q, where Q2 = C~‘(Z)~, vi). Since G is cubic, we 
have v, # w  and vi # u. By the definition of vi, there must clearly be a 
Ci Ci+ ,-chord with origin v 1. Suppose VCi+,(V,,p) n VCi(W, 24) # {Vi)’ In 
this case, choose v, E [ VC,+,(v,,p)n VC,(w, u)] - {vi} so that the length 
of QJ is minimal where Q, = Ci+ ,(v, , v,). As before, we see that v, f u and 
v2 # w. Choose a vertex v, E [ VC1rl(v,, w) n VCi + i] - {v,} so that the 
length of Q4 is minimised, where Q4 = Ci’(v,, v,). Again, v, # w  and 
v3 # u. There must be a Ci Ci, ,-chord with origin v3. If IX,, 1(v3,p) n 
VCi(W, u) # {v,} we repeat the above procedure. By the finiteness of G, there 
exists an odd integer k such that VCi, l(~k, p) n VCi(w, u) = (v,}. (See Fig. 
3 for a simple example with k = 5.) Define Qk+ z = Ci+ I(vk,p), and let 
Cf+, = Q~P, uo) Q,(vo~ u,) Q,<v,, vd .a+ Qk+dvk--1~ 4 Q~+AJ~,P). 
FIGURE 3 
It is easily seen that Ci+ i is a circuit, and that it can be transformed into a 
directed circuit by changing the orientation of every edge of C,(w, u) P(u, w). 
We note that Ec:+,nEC,+,f0, sinceEQ,nEC,,,#IZI. Unless ISj=3, 
we also have EC:, 1 n EC,_ 1 = 0, since ECi(W, 2.4) n ECi- 1 = 0. 
Define C; = Ci(U, w) P-‘(w, u). Since the edge of Ci with positive end p 
belongs to EC; n EC;+ 1, we certainly have EC: n EC: + , # 0. With reorien- 
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tation of the edges of CI(w, U) P(u, w), we see that Ci is also a directed cir- 
cuit. Furthermore, every circuit of S - { Ci, Ci+ 1} is still a directed circuit, 
since no edge of any circuit other than Ci or Cj+l has been reoriented. 
Now let S’ = (S- {Ci, Cr+l})U {Cj, C:,,}. Since IS’1 = ISI, S’ is an odd 
maximum ring. However, the edge of Ci of which w  is the positive end (un- 
der the original orientation of G) does not belong to any circuit of S’. It 
follows that S’ contradicts the minimality property of S. 
We conclude that if G is planar, then every Ci Ci+ ,-chord must contain an 
edge in common with Ci+ *. Similarly every CiCi-l-chord contains an edge 
in common with Ci-2. 
At this point, we distinguish two cases. 
Case I. Suppose 1 S I> 5. 
A. Suppose that there exist two CO Cl-chords P, and P,. Let u, , u, be 
the respective origins of P, and P,, and let u 1, v2 be their respective termini. 
Since P, and P, are CO Cl-chords, they must each contain edges of C,, and 
hence C, has a subpath Q, of minimal length, which joins a vertex of P, to a 
vertex of P,. Furthermore EQ n EC, = 121 since I S ( > 5. It follows that G is 
non-planar if either u, E VC,(u,, v,) and v2 E VC,(v,, u,) or vice versa. 
Consequently we may assume that u2, v2 E VC,(v,, u,). It follows also that 
C,(u,, vi) is a Ci CO-chord and hence contains an edge of C,- 1. 
Q must contain a vertex x E VC, . Furthermore C,,(u, , vr) contains a ver- 
tex y, which is the origin of a CO C,- ,-chord, and this chord must contain a 
subgraph Q, joining y1 to a vertex y2 E VC,-*. Then the graph uy:: Ci 
contains a path Q2 joining x and y2, and the graph CO UP, U P, U Q U 
Q, U Q2 is non-planar. 
We conclude that if G is planar there can exist only one C,,C,-chord. 
Similarly for each i there is only one C&+,-chord and one CiCi- ,-chord. 
Since I ,!?I is odd, it follows immediately that either the planarity of G or the 
consistent orientability of S is contradicted. 
Case II. Suppose I SI = 3, and let S = {C,, C,, C,}. 
Clearly we may assume that G is cubic, since we may contract any edge 
incident on a vertex of valency 2. Since each edge belongs to exactly 1 or 2 
of EC,, EC,, EC,, it then follows that every edge joins a vertex of invalency 
1 to one of invalency 2, so that G is bipartite. 
Suppose that there exist Xs VG and Y c VG such that X n Y = 0, 
X U Y = VG, IX/> 2, ( YI > 2 and JD( < 3, where D is the set of edges 
joining a vertex of X to one of Y. We may assume without loss of generality 
that only one edge of D is directed away from the end in X, and hence at 
most two circuits of S contain edges of D. Therefore we may assume that 
vc, 5 x. 
Since I YI > 2 and (D ( < 3, there clearly exists v E Y incident with two dis- 
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tinct edges a and b of EG - D. We cannot have both a E EC1 n EC, and 
b E EC, n EC, since v has valency 3. Therefore we may assume that 
a 4 EC,. As both ends of a must belong to VC, n VC,, (Q} is the edge set 
of a C, C,-chord containing no edge of C,. This contradiction shows that the 
partition {X, Y} of VG does not exist. 
In particular, suppose that G contains a pair of multiple edges joining two 
vertices zi and z2. Then we find a contradiction by taking X = {z i , z,}and 
Y = VG - {zi, z,}. Hence G cannot have multiple edges. 
It is well known that any planar embedding of a planar graph has a region 
with no more than five sides. Since G is a planar bipartite graph with no 
multiple edges, any given planar embedding of G has a region R with exactly 
four sides. Let these sides be e,, e2, e3, e4 where e, and e3 have no common 
end-vertex. For each i E { 1,2, 3,4}, let C: be the circuit bounding the region 
other than R that is incident with ei. Suppose Cl, = Cl,. Then G - D has ex- 
actly two components, where D = {e, , e, }. If X and Y are the vertex sets of 
these components, then 1 XI > 2, 1 Yla 2, X n Y = 0 and X U Y = VG. This 
contradiction shows that Cl, # C; . If there exists e E EC’, nEC;, then a 
similar argument using D = {e, , e3, e} gives a contradiction. Therefore 
EC’, n EC; = 0, and similarly EC’, n EC[, = 0. It follows that 
{C; , Ck, Cl,, Ci} is a 4-ring, contradicting the maximality of S. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
We now mention briefly how our theorem generalises to non-cubic graphs. 
It is not true that every graph which contains an odd maximum ring is non- 
planar. However, let us define a ring {C,, , C, ,..., C, _ 1 } to be compact if there 
does not exist a ring {C&, Cl, ,..., Ck _ i } for which 
n-l n-l 
U EC$c IJ ECj, 
j=O j=O 
and strict if I VCI n VCjl < 1 whenever ECI n EC’, = 0. Then we prove in a 
subsequent paper that a graph is planar if and only if it contains no strict, 
maximum, compact, odd ring. We conjecture that the word “compact” may 
‘be deleted from this characterisation. 
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